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I. FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM AMRIN:

A. HSC THREE AT PLAYA VACA-JAGUA, CARRIO MARQUINS CEMPISO CANEY, PROVINCIA ORIENTE, THE HILL AT BEACH CONTAINS THREE TUNNELS CONVERGING LARGE SALON, ALL WORK IN CONCRETE. SALON CONTAINS HUNDREDS OF ELECTRONIC APPARATUS SINCE EIGHT FEET HIGH WITH MANY LIGHTS. TWELVE CREW OR GUARD TASK WORKING THERE. EACH ENTRANCE GUARDED BY EIGHT HILL. ON TOP OF SALON, TOWER UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

B. FINCA SUGA, PLAYA CACIQUE, HILL ETCUEH'', HOUSE AND MANHOLE PIT THERE ARE NUMEROUS TUNNELS CUT OPENING TOWARDS CITING BASE CONTAINS UNESTIMABLE LARGE CATCH LIKEWISE TUNNEL OPENING TOWARDS SANTIAGO. AROUND HILL TWO MILITARY INSTALLATION'S CANDLING TREE LINES. FOREIGN TROOPS PRESENT. LARGE TRAILER TRUCKS WITH LOAD COVERED ENTER TUNNELS UNLOAD. THERE ARE APPROX 5,000 MEN AT MILITARY CAMP NEARBY. GUARDED TUNNELS ALSO AT LOYA LA GUAC, LOYA CAYABA,

LOYA LA GUAC

CHA, LOYA MAMAS, ALL IN CARRIO SEYVILLA, CEMPISO CANEY, ORIENTE, PROBABLY MILITARY. C2D HILL
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